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THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY
much of Plato in Nietzsche; he feared that art would
unteach men to be
hard;” being tender-minded, he supposed
that all the world was like
himself,—dangerously near to practising Christi
anity. There had not been
wars enough to suit this gentle professor. And
yet, in his quiet hours, he
knew that Wagner was as right as Nietzsche, that
Parsifal’s gentleness was
as necessary as Siegfried’s strength, and that
in some cosmic way these
cruel oppositions merged into wholesome creativ
e unities. He liked to
think of this “stellar friendship”6 that still
bound him, silently, to the
man who had been the most valuable and fruitfu
l experience of his life.
And when, in a lucid moment of his final insanit
y, he saw a picture of
the long-dead Wagner, he said softly, “Him loved
much.”
IV. THE SONG OF ZARATHUSTL&

And now from art, which seemed to have failed
him, he took refuge
in science—whose cold Apollonian air cleansed
his sod after the Diony
sian heat and riot of Tribscheu and Bayreuth—and
in philosophy, which
“offers an asylum where no tyranny can penetrate
.” Like Spinoza, he
tried to calm his passions by examining them; we
need, he said, “a chemis’
try of the emotions.” And so, in his next book,
Human AU Too Human
(1878—80), he became psychologist, and analyzed
with a surgeon’s ruth
lessness the tenderest feelings and the most cherish
ed beliefs,—dedicating
it all bravely, in the midst of reaction, to the
scandalous Voltaire. He
sent the volumes to Wagner, and received in retur
n the book of Pars4al.
They never communicated again.
And then, at the very prime of life, in 1879, he broke
down, physically
and mentally, and sank into the vicinity of death.
He prepared for the
end defiantly: “Promise me,” he said to his sister, “that
when I die only
my friends shall stand about my coffin, and no inquisitive
crowd. See that
no priest or anyone else utter falsehoods at my graves
ide, when I can no
longer protect myself; and let me descend into my tomb
as an honest
pagan.” But he recovered, and this heroic funeral
had to be postponed.
Out of such illness came his love of health and the
sun, of life and laugh
ter and dance, and Carmen’s “music of the south”;
out of it too came a
stronger will, born of fighting death, a “Yea-saying”
that felt life’s sweet
ness even in its bitterness and pain; and out of it perhap
s a pitiful effort
to rise to Spinoza’s cheerful acceptance of natural limitat
ions and human
destiny. “My formula for greatness is Amor
lati:
not only to bear
up under every necessity, but to love it.” Alas, it
is more easily said
than done.
..

‘tf. Z., pp. 258—264, and 364—374, which refer to Wagne
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The titles of his next hooks—The Dawn of Day (i8Ox) and The Joy
ful Wisdom (z8Sa)—refiect a grateful convalescence; here is a kindlier
tone and a gentler tongue than in the later books. Now he had a year
of quiet days, living modestly on the pension his university had given
him. The proud philosopher could even thaw into a pretty frailty, and
find himself suddenly in love. But Lou Salomé did not return his love;
his eyes were too sharp and deep for comfort. Paul Réc was less dangerous,
and played Dr. Pagello to Nietzsche’s de MusseL. Nietzsche fled in despair,
composing aphorisms against women as he went. In truth he was naive,
enthusiastic, romantic, tender to simplicity; his war against tenderness
was an attempt to exorcise a virtue which had led to a bitter deception
and to a wound that never healed.
He could not find solitude enough now: “it is difficult to live with
men, because silence is difficult.”” He passed from Italy to the heights
of the Alps at Sils-Maria in the Upper Engadine,—loving not man nor
woman neither, and praying that Man might be surpassed. And there on
the lonely heights came the inspiration of his greatest book.
1 sat there waiting—waiting tar nothing,

Enjoying, beyond good and evil, now
The light, now the shade; there was only

The day, the lake, the noon, time without end.
Then, my friend, suddenly one became two,
And Zarathustra passed by me.’2

I

Now his “soul rose and overflowed all its margins.”” He had found a
new teacher—Zoroaster; a new god—the Superman; and a new religion
‘—eternal recurrence: he must sing now—philosophy mounted into poetry
under the ardor of his inspiration. “I could sing a song, and will sing it,
although I am alone in an empty house and must sing it into mine own
ears.”4’ (What loneliness is in that phrase!) “Thou great star!—what
would be thy happiness, were it not for those for whom thou shinest?
Lo! I am weary of my wisdom, like the bee that hath collected too
much honey; I need hands reaching out for it.” So he wrote Thus Spake
Zarathustra (1883) and finished it in that “hallowed hour when Richard
Wagner gave up the ghost in Venice.” It was his magnificent answer to
Parsijal; but the maker of Parsifal was dead.
It was his masterpiece, and he knew it. “This work stands alone,” he
wrote of it later. “Do not let us mention the poets in the same breath;
nothing perhaps had ever been produced out of such a superabundance
of strength.
If all the spirit and goodness of every great soul were
collected together, the whole could not create a single one of Zarathustra’s
discourses.”4’ A slight exaggeration!—but assuredly it is one of the great
.
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books of the nineteenth century. Yet Nietzsche had a bitter time getting
it into print; the first part was delayed because the publisher’s presses
were busy with an order for 500,000 hymn-books, and then by a stream of
anti-Semitic pamphlets;4’ and the publisher refused to print the last part
at all, as quite worthless from the point of view of shekels; so that the
author had to pay for its publication himself. Forty copies of the book
were sold; seven were given away; one acknowledged it; no one praised
it. Never was a man so much alone.
312

Zarathustn, aged thirty, comes down from his meditative mountain to
preach to the crowd, like his Persian prototype Zoroaster; but the crowd
turns from Mm to see a rope-walker perform. The rope-walker falls, and
dies. Zarathustra takes him upon his shoulders and carries him away;
“because thou hast made danger thy calling, therefore shall I bury thee
with my own hands.” “Live gerousi,” he preaches. “Erect your cities
beside Vesuvius. Send out your ships to unexplored seas. Live in a state

of war.”

And remember to disbelieve. Zarathustra, coming down from the
mountain, meets an old hermit who talks to him about God. But when
Zarathustra was alone, he spake thus with his heart: “Can it actually be
possible? This old saint in his forest hath not yet heard aught of God
being dead”4° But of course God was dead, all the Gods were dead.
For the old Gods came to mu end long ago. And verily it was a good and
joyful end of Gods!
They did not die lingering in the hvilight,—although that lie is told!’°
On the contrary, they once upon a time—laughed themselves unto death!
That caine to pass when, by a God himself, the most ungodly word was
uttered, the word: “there is but one God! Thou shalt have no other gods
before me.”
An old grim beard of a God, a jealous one, forgot himself thus.
And then all Gods laughed and shook on their chairs and cried: “Is god
liness not just that there are Gods, but no God?”
Whoever hath ears let him hear.
Thus spake ZarathustraA’
What hilarious atheism! “is not just this godliness, that there are no
gods?” “What could be created if there were Gods2
If there were
Gods, how could i bear to be no God? Consequently there are no Gods.”2
“Who i5 more ungodly than I, that i may enjoy his teachings?” “I con
jure you, my brethren, remain faithful to earth, and do not believe those
who speak unto you of superterrestrial hopes! Poisoners they are, whethcf
they know it or not.”4 Many an erstwhile rebel returns to this sweet
poison at last, as a necessary anesthesia for life. The “higher men” gather
‘flalévy, 261.
“2., .
“A hit at Wagner’s Gotterdãmmerung.
Z., s6.
“2., jiG-S.
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in Zanthustra’s cave to prepare themselves to preach his doctrine; he
leaves them for a while, and returns to find them offering incense to a
donkey who has “created the world in his own image—i. e., as stupid as
possible.”66 This is not edifying; but then, says our text:
He who must be a creator in good and evil—verily, he must first be a de
stroyer, and break values into pieces.
Thus the highest evil is part of the highest goodness. But that is creative
goodness.
Let us speak thereon, ye wisest men, however bad it be. To be silent is
worse; all unuttered truths become poisonous.
And whatever will break on our truths, let it break! Many a house hath yet
to be built
Thus spake Zarathustra’°
Is this irreverent? But Zarathustra complains that “nobody knoweth
any longer how to revere,” and he calls himself “the most pious of all
those who believe not in God.” He longs for belief, and pities “all who,
like myself, suffer from the great loathing, for whom the old God died
and no new God yet lieth in cradles and napkins.” And then he pro
nounces the name of the new God:
Dead are all Gods; now we will that superman live.
I teach you superman. Man is a something that shall be surpassed. What
have ye done to surpass him?
What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not a goal: what can be
loved in man is that de is a transition and a destruction.
I love those who do not know how to live except in perishing, for they are
those going beyond.
I love the great despisers because they are the great adorers, they arc
arrows of longing for the other shore.
i love those who do not seek beyond the stars for a reason to perish and
be sacrificed, out who sacrifice themselves to earth in order that earth
may some day become superman’s.
It is time for man to mark his goal. It is time for man to plant the germ
of his highest hope.
Tell me, my brethren, if the goal be lacking to humanity, is not humanity
itself lacking?
Love unto the most remote man is higher than love unto your neighbor.60
-

Nietzsche appears to foresee that every reader will think himself the
superman; and tries to guard against this by confessing that the superman
is not yet born; we can only be his fore-runners and his soil. “Will nothing
beyond your capacity.
Be not virtuous beyond your ability; and
demand nothing of yourselves contrary to probability.” Not for us is
the happiness which only the superman will know; our best goal is work.
.
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“For a long time I ceased not to strive for my happiness;
now I strive for
my work.”62
Nietzsche is not content with having created God in his own
image; he
must make himself immortal. After the superman comes Eterna
l Recur
rence. All things will return, in precise detail, and an infinite
number of
times; even Nietzsche will return, and this Germany of blood
and iron
and sack-cloth and ashes, and all the travail of the human
mind from
ignorance to Zarathustra. It is a terrible doctrine, the
last and most
courageous form of Yea-saying and the acceptance of life;
and yet how
could it not be? The possible combinations of reality are limited
, and
time is endless; some day, inevitably, life and matter will
fall into just
such a form as they once had, and out of that fatal repetition
all history
must unwind its devious course again. To such a pass determ
inism brings
us. No wonder Zarathustra feared to speak this his last lesson
; feared and
trembled and held back, until a voice spoke to him: “What matter
about
thyself, Zarathustra? Say thy word and break in pieces!”
314

V. HERO-MORALITY
Zarathustra became for Nietzsche a Gospel whereon his later
books
were merely commentaries. If Europe would not appreciate
his poetry
perhaps it would understand his prose. After the song of the
prophet, the
logic of the philosopher; what though the philosopher himsel
f should dis
believe in logic?—it is a tool of clarity, if not the seal of proof.
He was more than ever alone now, for Zarathustra had seemed
a little
queer even to Nietzsche’s friends. Scholars like Overbeck and Burckh
ardt,
who had been his colleagues at Basle, and had admire
d The Birth of
Tragedy, mourned the loss of a brilliant philologist, and
could not cele
brate the birth of a poet. His sister (who had almost justified his view
that
for a philosopher a sister is an admirable substitute for wife)
a
left him
suddenly, to marry one of those anti-Semites whom Nietzs
che despised,
and went off to Paraguay to found a communistic colony. She
asked her
pale, frail brother to come along, for the sake of his health; but Nietzs
che
valued the life of the mind more than the health of the body;
he wished
to stay where the battle was; Europe was necessary to him “as
a culture
museum.”°4 He lived irregularly in place and time; he tried Switze
rland
and Venice and Genoa and Nice and Turin. He liked to write amid
the
doves that flock about the lions of St. Mark—”this Piazza San Marco
is
my finest work-room.” But he had to follow Hamlet’s advice about stay
ing out of the sun, which hurt his ailing eyes; he shut himself up in dingy,
heatless attics, and worked behind closed Minds. Because of his failing
eyes he wrote henceforth no books, but only aphorisms.
341.
Z., 210.
“In Figgis, The WI!! to Freedom, New York, £917; p.
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He gathered some of these fragments together under the titles Beyond
Good and Evil (r886) and The Genealogy of Morals (1887); he hoped,
in these volumes, to destroy the old morality, and prepare the way for
the morality of the superman. For a moment he became the philologist
again, and sought to enforce his new ethic with etymologies that are not
quite beyond reproach. He observes that the German language contains
two words for bad: schlecht and bose. Schlecht was applied by the upper
to the lower classes, and meant ordinary, common; later it came to mean
vulgar, worthless, bad. BOse was applied by the lower to the upper classes,
and meant unfamiliar, irregular, incalculable, dangerous, harmful, cruel;
Napoleon was bOre. Many simple peoples feared the exceptional indi
vidual as a disintegrating force; there is a Chinese proverb that “the great
man is a public misfortune. Likewise, gut had two meanings, as opposite
to schlecht and bOse: as used by the aristocracy it meant strong, brave,
powerful, warlike, godlike (gut from Golf); as used by the people it
meant familiar, peaceful, harmless, kind.
Here then were two contradictory valuations of human behavior, two
ethical standpoints and criteria: a fferren-morat and a Heerden-moral—
a morality of masters and a morality of the herd. The former was the
accepted standard in classical antiquity, especially among the Romans;
even for the ordinary Roman, virtue was virtus—manhood, courage, en
terprise, bravery. But from Asia, and especially from the Jews in the days
of their political subjection, came the other standard; subjection breeds
humility, helplessness breeds ahnilsm—which is an appeal for help. Under
this herd-morality love of danger and power gave way to love of seairity
and peace; strength was replaced by cunning, open by secret revenge,
sternness by pity, initiative by imitation, the pride of honor by the whip
of conscience. Honor is pagan, Roman, feudal, aristocratic; conscience is
Jewish, Christian, bourgeois, democratic.65 It was the eloquence of the
prophets, from Amos to Jesus, that made the view of a subject class an
almost universal ethic; the “world” and the “flesh” became synonyms of
evil, and poverty a proof of virtue.66
This valuation was brought to a peak by Jesus: with him every man
was of equal worth, and had equal rights; out of his doctrine came
democracy, utilitarianism, socialism; progress was now defined in terms
of these plebeian philosophies, in terms of progressive equalization and
vulgarizadon, in terms of decadence and descending life.6’ The final stage
in this decay is the exaltation of pity and self-sacrifice, the sentimental
comforting of criminals, “the inability of a society to exdrete.” Sympathy
is legitimate if it is active; but pity is a paralyzing mental luxury, a waste
of feeling for the irremediably botched, the incompetent, the defective,
the vicious, the culpably diseased and the irrevocably criminal. There is
Cf. Tame, The French Reuotution, New York, 1885; vol. ili, p. g.
B. G.E., zi7.
‘IWd., 121—3.
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a certain indelicacy and intrusiveness in pity; “visiting the sick” is an
orgasm of superiority in the contemplation of our neighbor’s helpless
ness-,’.8
Behind all this “morality” is a secret will to power. Love itself is only
a desire for possession; courtship is combat and mating is mastery: Don
José kills Carmen to prevent her from becoming the property of another.
“People imagine that they are unselfish in love because they seek the
advantage of another being, often in opposition to their own. But for so
amour est de tout its
doing they want to possess the other being
sentiments Ia pius égoiste, et, par consequent, Iorsqu’Ü est biessJ, it mains
gJnéreux.”6° Even in the love of truth is the desire to possess it, perhaps to
be its first possessor, to find it virginal. Humility is the protective colora
tion of the will to power.
Against this passion for power, reason and morality are helpless; they
are but weapons in its hands, dupes of its game. “Philosophical systems
are shining mirages”; what we see is not the long-sought truth, but the
reflection of our own desires. “The philosophers all pose as though their
real opinions had been discovered through the self-evolving of a cold,
whereas in fact a prejudicial
pure, divine]y indifferent dialectic;
proposition, idea or ‘suggestion,’ which is generally their heart’s desire
abstracted and refined, is defended by them with arguments sought out
after the event.”
It is these underground desires, these pulsations of the will to power,
that determine our thoughts. “The greater part of our intellectual activity
conscious thinking
goes on unconsciously, and unfelt by us;
is the weakest.” Because instinct is the direct operation of the will to
power, undisturbed by cortsciousness, “instinct is the most intelligent of
all kinds of intelligence which have hitherto been discovered.” Indeed,
the role of consciousness has been senselessly over-estimated; “conscious
ness may be regarded as secondary, almost as indifferent and superfluous,
probably destined to disappear and to be superseded by perfect autom
atism.”7°
In strong men there is very little attempt to conceal desire under the
cover of reason; their simple argument is, “I will.” In the uncorrupted
vigor of the master soul, desire is its own justification; and conscience,
-
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“C. ‘V., g, quoting Benjamin Constant: “Love i of all feelings the most egoistic;
and in consequence it is, when crossed, the least generous.” But Nietzsche can
speak more gently of love. “Whence arises the sudden passion of a man for a
woman? . . . Least of all from sensuality only: but when a man finds weakness,
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pity or remorse can find no entrance. But so far has the Judaeo-Chrisfian
democratic point-of-view prevailed in modern times, that even the strong
are now ashamed of their strength and their health, and begin to seek
“reasons.” The aristocratic virtues and valuations are dng out. “Europe
is threatened with a new Buddhism”; even Schopenhauer and Wagner
become pity-ful Buddhists. “The whole of the morality of Europe is based
upon the values which are useful to the herd.” The strong are no longer
permitted to exercise their strength; they must become as far as possible
like the weak; “goodness is to do nothing for which we are not strong
enough.” Has not Kant, that “great Cfilnaxnan of Kdnigsberg,” proved
that men must never be used as means? Consequently the instincts of the
strong—to hunt, to fight, to conquer and to rule—are introverted into
self-laceration for lack of outlet; they beget asceticism and the “bad
conscience”; “all instincts which do not find a vent turn inward—this
is what I mean by the growing ‘internalization’ of man: here we have
the first form of what came to be called the souL”1
The formula for decay is that the virtues proper to the herd infect the
leaden, and break them into common clay. “Moral systems must be
compelled first of all to bow before the gradations of rank; their presump
tion must be driven home to their conscience—until they thoroughly
• understand at last that it is immoral to say that ‘what is tight for one is
proper for another.’” Different functions require different qualities; and
the “evil” virtues of the strong are as necessary in a society as the “good”
virtues of the weak. Severity, violence, danger, war, are as valuable as
kindliness and peace; great individuals appear only in times of danger.
and violence and merciless necessity. The best thing in man is strength’
of will, power and permanence of passion; without passion one is mere
milk, incapable of deeds. Greed, envy, even hatred, are indispensable
items in the process of struggle, selection and survival. Evil is to good as
variation to heredity, as innovation and experiment to custom; there is no
development without an almost-criminal violation of precedents and
“order.” If evil were not good it would have disappeared. We must be
ware of being too good; “man must become better and more evil.”2
Nietzsche is consoled to find so much evil and cruelty in the world; he
takes a sadistic pleasure in reflecting on the extent to which, he thinks,
“cruelty constituted the great joy and delight of ancient man”; and he
believes that our pleasure in the tragic drama, or in anything sublime, is
a refined and vicarious cruelty. “Man is the cruelest animal,” says Zara
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thustra. “When gazing at tragedies, bull-fights and crucifixions he
hath
hitherto felt happirr than at any other time on earth. And when he
in-I
vented hell
1°, hell was his heaven on earth”; he could put up with
suffering now, by contemplating the eternal punishment of his oppressors
in the other world.”
The ultimate ethic is biological; we must judge things according to
their value for life; we need a physiological “transvaluation of all values.”
The real test of a man, or a group, or a species, is energy, capacity, power.
We may be partly reconciled to the nineteenth century—otherwise
so1
destructive of all the higher virtues—by its emphasis on the physical. The
soul is a function of an organism. One drop of blood too much or too
little in the brain may make a man suffer more than Prometheus suffered
from the vulture. Varying foods have varying mental effects: rice makes
for Buddhism, and German metaphysics is the result of beer. A philos
ophy therefore is true or false according as it is the expression and exalta
tion of ascending or of descending life. The decadent says, “Life is worth
nothing”; let him rather say, “I am worth nothing.” Why should life be
worth living when all the heroic values in it have been permitted to decay,
and democracy—that is, disbelief in all great men—ruins, with every
decade, another people?
-

-
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The gregarious European man nowadays assumes an air as if he were the
only kind of mast that is allowable; he glorifies his qualities, such as public
spirit, kinciness, deference, industry, temperance, modesty, indulgence, sym
pathy,—by virtue of which he is gentle, endurable, and useful to the herd,—
as the peculiarly human virtues. In cases, however, where it is believed that
the leader and bell-wether cannot be dispensed with, attempt after attempt is
made nowadays to replace commanders by the summoning together of clever
gregarious men; all representative constitutions, for example, are of this
origin. In spite of all, ;vhat a blessing, what a deliverance from a weight be.
coming unendurable, is the appearance of an absolute ruler for these gregari
ous Europeans—of this fact the effect of the appearance of Napoleon was
the last great proof; the history of the influence of Napoleon is almost the
history of the higher happiness to which the entire century has attained in its
worthiest individuals and periods.”

_1

I

-1

VI. THE SUPERMAN
Just as morality lies not in kindness but in strength, so the goal of
human effort should be not the elevation of all but the development of
finer and stronger individuals. “Not mankind, but superman is the goal.”
The very last thing a sensibk man would undertake would be to improve
mankind: mankind does not improve, it does not even exist—it is an
abstraction; all that exists is a vast ant-hill of individuals. The aspect
of
“0. 0.. 8+; Ellis, 3o; B. G. E.,
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the whole is much more like that of a huge experimental work-shop
where some things in every age succeed, while most things fail; and the
aim of all the experiments is not the happiness of the mass but the im
L provement of the type. Better that societies should come to an end than
that no higher type should appear. Society is an instrument for the en
hancement of the power and personality of the individual; the group is
not an end in itself. “To what purpose then are the machines, II all indi
viduals are only of use in maintaining them? Machines”—or social
organizations—”that are ends in themselves—is that the umana corn
media?”
At first Nietzsche spoke as if his hope were for the production of a new
species;’° later he came to think of his superman as the superior indi
vidual rising precariously out of the mire of mass mediocrity, and owing
his existence more to deliberate breeding and careful nurture than to the
hazards of natural selection. For the biological process is biased against
the exceptional individual; nature is most cruel to her finest products;
the loves rather, and protects, the average and the mediocre; there is in
nature a perpetual reversion to type, to the level of the mass,—a recurrent
mastery of the best by the most.” The superman can survive only by
human selection, by eugenic foresight and an ennobling education.
How absurd it is, after all, to let higher individuals marry for love—
heroes with servant girls, and geniuses with seamstresses! Schopenhauer
was wrong; love is not eugenic; when a man is in love he should not be
permitted to make decisions affecting his entire life; it is not given to
man to love and be wise. We should declare invalid the vows of lovers
and should make love a legal impediment to marriage. The best should
marry only the best; love should be left to the rabble. The purpose of
marriage is not merely reproduction, it should also be development.
Thou art young, and wishest for child and marriage. But I ask thee, art
thou a man who dareth to wish for a child? .rt thou the victorious one, the
self-subduer, the commander of thy senses, the master of thy virtues?—or in
thy wish doth there speak the animal, or necessity? Or solitude? Or dis
cord with thyself? I would that thy victory and freedom were longing for a
child. Thou shalt build living monuments unto thy victory and thy libera
tion. Thou shalt build beyond thyself. But first thou must build thyself
square in body and soul. Thou shalt not only propagate thyself, but propa
gate thyself upwardl Marriage: thus I call the will of two to create that one
which is more than they who created it I call marriage reverence unto each
other as unto those who will such a will.’8
Without good birth, nobility is impossible. “Intellect alone does not en
noble; on the contrary, something is always needed to ennoble intellect.
What then is needed? Blood
(I do not refer here to the prefix
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‘Lords’ or the ‘Almanac de Gotha’: this is a parenthesis for donkeys
But given good birth and eugenic breeding, the next factor in the forth;
of the superman is a severe school; where perfection will be exacted a
matter of course, not even meriting praise; where them will be f
comforts and many responsibilities; where the body will be taught 1
suffer in silence, and the will may learn to obey and to command. N,
libertarian nonsense!—no weakening of the physical and moral spine hj
indulgence and “freedom”! And yet a school where one will learn tc
laugh heartily; philosophers should be graded according to their capacifi
for laughter; “he who strideth across the highest mountains laugheth af
all tragedies.” And there will be no moralic acid in this education of th
superman; an asceticism of the will, but no condemnation of the flesh1
“Cease not to dance, ye sweet girls! No spoil-sport hath come unto yo
with an evil eye, - . . no enemy of girls with beautiful ankles.”9 Evéi
a superman may have a taste for beautiful ankles.
A man so born and bred would be beyond good and evil; he would no’
hesitate to be bore if his purpose should require it; he would be fearld
rather than good. “What i5 good?
To be brave is good.” “What
good? Ml that increases the feeling of power, the will to power, poweñ
itself, in man. What is bad (schlecht)? All that comes from veakness.’
Perhaps the dominant mark of the superman will be love of danger anc
strife, provided they have a purpose; he will not seek safety first; he iv?
leave happiness to the greatest number. “Zarathustra was fond of all suet
as makes distant voyages, and like not to Jive without dangerY&b ilenci,
all war is good, despite the vulgar pettiness of its causes in modern times;
“a good war halloweth any cause.” Even revolution is good: not in itself
for nothing could he more unfortunate than the supremacy of the masses;
but because times of strife bring out the latent greatness of individual?
who before had insufficient stimulus or opportunity; out of such chaos
comes the dancing star; out of the turmoil and nonsense of the French
Revolution, Napoleon; out of the violence and disorder of the Renais
sance such powerful individualities, and in such abundance, as Europe
has hardly known since, and could no longer bear.
Energy, intellect, and pride,—these make the superman. But they .j
must be harmonized; the passions will become powers only when they
are selected and unified by some great purpose which moulds a chaos
of desires into the power of a personality. “Woe to the thinker who is
not the gardener but the soil of his plants!” Who is it that follows his
3
impulses? The weakling: he lacks the power to inhibit; he is not strong
enough to say No; he is a discord, a decadent. To discipline one’s self—
that is the highest thing. “The man who does not wish to be merely one
Df the mass only needs to cease to be easy on himself.” To have a purpose
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5ir which one can be hard upon others, but above all upon one’s sell; to
jive a purpose for which one will do almost anything except betray a
tiend,—that is the final patent of nobility, the last formula of the super

ian.”

Only by seeing such a man as the goal and reward of our labors can
we love life and live upward. “We must have an aim for whose sake we
tare all dear to one another.”t’ Let us he great, or servants and instru
millions of Europeans
Iments to the great; what a fine sight it was when
offered themselves as means to the ends of Bonaparte, and died for him
gladly, singing his name as they fell! Perhaps those of us who understand
can become the prophets of him whom we cannot be, and can straighten
the way for his coming; we, indifferent of lands, indifferent of times, can
[work together, however separated, for this end. Zarathustra will sing,
frven in his suffering, if he can but hear the voices of these hidden helpers,
these lovers of the higher man. “Ye lonely ones of to-day, ye who stand
[apart, ye shall one day be a people; from you who have chosen yourselves,
a chosen people shall arise; and from it the superman.”8’
-

VII. DECADENCE

r

Consequently, the road to the superman must lie through aristocracy.
Democncy—”this mania for counting noses”—must be eradicated before
it is too late. The first step here is the destruction of Christianity so far
as all higher men are concerned. The triumph of Christ was the beginning
of democracy; “the first Christian was in his deepest instincts a rebel
against everything privileged; he lived and struggled unremittingly for’
‘equal rights’ “; in modern times he would have been sent to Siberia
“He that is greatest among you, let him be your servant”—this is the
inversion of all political wisdom, of all sanity; indeed, as one reads the
Gospel one feels the atmosphere of a Russian novel; they are a sort of
plagiarism from Dostoievski. Only among the lowly could such notions
take root; and only in an age whose rulers had degenerated and ceased
to rule. “When Nero and Caracalla sat on the throne, the paradox arose
that the lowest man was worth more than the man on top.””
As the conquest of Europe by Christianity was the end of ancient
aristocracy, so the overrunning of Europe by Teutonic warrior barons
brought a renewal of the old masculine virtues, and planted the roots of
the modem aristocracies. These men were not burdened with “morals”:
wildthey “were free from every social restraint; in the innocence of their
train
horrible
from
a
monsters
exultant
as
returned
beast conscience they
“D. D., 295, ‘94—7; T. 1., 57; W. P., II, 221—2, 369,
Educator,” sect i.
Z., 107.
Quoted in Salter, 446.
“Antichrist, ,g; Ellis, 49—50; W. P., ii, 313.
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of murder, incendiarism, rapine, torture, with an arrogance and .1
promise as if nothing but a student’s freak had been perpetrated.” It]
such men who supplied the ruling classes for Germany, Scandina
France, England, Italy, and Russia.
A herd of blond beasts of prey, a race of conquerors and masters,
military organization, with the power to organize, unscrupulously pladu
their fearful paws upon a population perhaps vastly superior in numhj
this herd founded the State. The dream is dispelled which ma
the State begin with a contract What has he to do with contracts who ca
command, who is master by nature, who comes on the scene with violencd
deed and demeanour?8’
This splendid ruling stock was corrupted, first by the Catholic hi
don of feminine virtues, secondly by the Puritan and plebeian ideal
the Reformation, and thirdly by inter-marriage with inferior stock.
as Catholicism was mellowing into the aristocratic and unmoral cultv
of the Renaissance, the Reformation crushed it with a revival of Ju
rigor and solemnity. “Does anybody at last understand, will anvil,
understand what the Renaissance was? The transvaluotion of Chris
values, the attempt undertaken with all means, all instincts and all ge(
to make the opposite values, the noble values triumph
I see bei
me a possibility perfectly magical in its charm and glorious coloring.
.e
Cwsar Borgia as Pope.
Do you understand me?”8°
Protestantism and beer have dulled German wit; add, now, Wagn
open. As a result, “the present-day Prussian is one of the most dangn.
enemies of culture.” “The presence of a German retards my digesdo
“If, as Gibbon says, nothing but time—though a long time—is reqt
for a world to perish; so nothing but time—though still more dm4
required for a false idea to be destroyed in Germany.” When Genie
defeated Napoleon it was as disastrous to culture as when Luther defeat
the Church; thencefonvard Germany put away her Goethes, her Scbop
hauers and her Beethovens, and began to worship “patriots”; “Deutit
land flber Alles—I fear that was the end of German philosophy.”5 V
there is a natural seriousness and depth in the Germans that gives grout
for the hope that they may yet redeem Europe; they have more of di
masculine virtues than the French or the English; they have peneverant
patience, industry—hence their scholarship, theft science, and their nj
tary discipline; it is delightful to see how all Europe is worried aboutç
Gennan army. If the German power of organization could cooperate wi
the potential resources of Russia, in materials and in men, then wç
come the age of great politics. “We require an intergrowth of the Gen
and Slav races; and we require, too, the cleverest financiers, the
that we may become the masters of the world. . . - We require ant
&G M., o.
rriggis 4’, note; T. I., 51.
¶.lntichrist, 228.
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ndidonal union with Russia.” The alternative was encirclement and
rangulation.
jhe trouble 4th Germany is a certain stolidity of mind which pays
r this solidity of character; Germany misses the long traditions of cul
ire which have made the French the most refined and subtle of all the
Ioples of Europe. “I believe only in French culture, and I regard every
ping else in Europe which calls itself culture as a misunderstanding.”
[When one reads Montaigne, La Rochefoucauld,
Vauvenargues,
‘hd Chamfort, one is nearer to antiquity than with any group of authors
‘any other nation.” Voltaire is “a grand seigneur of the mind”; and
aine is “the first of living historians.” Even the later French writers
‘laubert, Bourget, Anatole France, etc.—are infinitely beyond other Eu
ppeans in clarity of thought and language—”what clearness and delicate
hcision in these Frenchmen!” European nobility of taste, feeling and
banners is the work of France. But of the old France, of the sixteenth and
venteenth centuries; the Revolution, by destroying the aristocracy, de
%yed the vehicle and nursery of culture, and now the French soul is
in and pale in comparison with what it used to be. Nevertheless it has
ill some fine qualities; “in France almost all psychological and artistic
[uestions are considered with incomparably more subtlety and thorough
than they are in Germany. - - At the very moment when Germany
kose as a great power in the world of politics, France won new impor
6nce in the world of culture.”88
Russia is the blond beast of Europe. Its people have a “stubborn
hnd resigned fatalism which gives them even nowadays the advantage
Iver us Westerners.” Russia has a strong government, without “parlia
nentary imbecility.” Force of will has long been accumulating there,
nd now threatens to find release; it would not be surprising to find Russia
)econilng master of Europe. “A thinker who has at heart the future of
&rope will in all his perspectives concerning the future calculate upon
the Jews and the Russians as above all the surest and the likeliest factors
in the great play and battle of forcs.” But all in all it is the Italians who
[are the finest and most vigorous of existing peoples; die man-plant grows
istrongest in Italy, as Alfieri boasted. There is a manly bearing, an aristo
cratic pride in even the lowliest Italian; “a poor Venetian gondolier is
Mways a better figure than a Berlin Gehelinrath, and in the end, indeed,
a better man.”
%. Worst of all are the English; it is they who corrupted the French mind
ith the democratic delusion; “shop-keepers, Christians, cows, Svomen,
Englishmen, and other democrats belong together.” English utilitarianism
md philistinism are the nadir of European culture. Only in a land of cut
broat competition could anyone conceive of life as a struggle for mere
[ Salter, 464—7; E. II., 83; B. G.E., 213—6; T. 1., Faguet, To—Il.
.
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existence. Only in a land where shop-keepers and
ship-keepers had muL
plied to such a number as to overcome the aristocracy
could democrac
be fabricated; this is the gift, the Greek gift, which Englan
d has given t”
modern world. Who will rescue Europe from Englan
d, and England fitu
democracy?
324
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VIII. ARISTOCRACY

.

Democncy means drift; it means permission given
to each part of a...
organism to do just what it pleases; it means the
lapse of coherence and
interdependence, the enthronement of liberty and
chaos. It means th1
worship of mediocrity, and the hatred of excellence.
It means the impos
sibility of great men—how could great men submit
to the indignities anê•
indecencies of an election? What chance would they
have? “What isl
hated by the people, as a wolf by the dogs, is the
free spirit, the enemy.
of all fetters, the not-adorer,” the man who
is not a “regular partymember.” How can the superman arise in such
a soil? And how can a
nation become great when its greatest men lie unused
, discouraged, per
haps unknown? Such a society loses character; imitati
on is horizonh!’
instead of vertical—not the superior man but the majori
ty man become
the ideal and the model; everybody comes to resemble
everybody else;
even the sexes approximate—the men become women
and the women become men.’°
Feminism, then, is the natural corollary of democracy
and Christianity
“Here is little of man; therefore women try to make themse
lves manly
For only he who is enough of a man will save the
woman in womanl1
Ibsen, “that typical old maid,” created the “eman
cipated woman.”.;
“Woman was created out of man’s rib?—’wonderful
is the poverty of my
ribs!’ says man.” Woman has lost power and prestige
by her “emancipa-z
tion”; where have women now the position they
enjoyed under th:’
Bourbons? Equality between man and woman imposs
is
ible, because war
between them is eternal; there is here no peace withou
t victory—peac&
comes only when one or the other is acknowledged master
. It is dangerous]
to try equality with a woman; she will not be content with
that; she vill1
be rather content with subordination if the man is a
man. Above all, heil,
perfection and happiness lie in motherhood. “Everything
in woman is
riddle, and everything in woman hath one answer: its
name is child..1
bearing.” “Man is for woman a means; the end is
always the child. But1
what is woman for man?
A dangerous toy.” “Man shall be educated
for war, and woman for the recreation of the warrior;
everything else is
folly.” Yet “the perfect woman is a higher type of
humanity than the
perfect man, and also something much rarer.
One cannot be gentle ;3
enough towards women.”1
W. P., i, 382—4; ii. 206; Z.,
“Z., 248, s6g; Iluneker. Fgoiscs. 266.
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Part of the tension of marriage lies in its fulfilment of the woman and
its narrowing and emptying of the man. When a man woos a woman he
offers to give all the world for her; and when she marries him he does;
F he must forget the world as soon as the child comes; the altruism of love
j becomes the egoism of the family. Honesty and innovation are luxuries
of celibacy. “Where the highest philosophical thinking is concerned, all
• married men are suspect.
It seems to me absurd that one who has
chosen for his sphere the assessment of existence as a whole should bur
den himself with the cares of a family, with winning bread, security, and
social position for wife and children.” Many a philosopher has died when
his child was horn. “The wind blew through my key hole, saying, ‘Come!’
My door cunningly opened of itself, saying, ‘Go!’ But I lay fettered by my
love unto my children.”2
With feminism come socialism and anarchism; all of them are of the
litter of democracy; if equal political power is just, why not equal economic
power? Why should there be leaders anywhere? There are socialists who
F will admire the book of Zarathustn; but their admiration is not wanted.
b “There are some that preach
my doctrine of life but at the same time
• are preachers of equality.
I do not wish to be confounded with
these preachers of equality. For within me justice saith, ‘Men are not
equal.’” “We wish to possess nothing in common.” “Ye preachers of
equality, the tyrant-insanity of impotence thus crieth out of yourselves
for equality.” Nature abhors equality, it loves differentiation of individuals
•and classes and species. Socialism is anti-biological: the process of evolu
lion involves the utilization of the inferior species, race, class, or indi
vidual by the superior; all life is exploitation, and subsists ultimately on
other life; big fishes catch little fishes and eat them, and that is the whole
story. Socialism is envy: “they want something which we have.”3 It is
i-however, an easily managed movement; all that is necessary to control it
is to open occasionally the trap-door between masters and slaves and let
the readers of discontent come up into paradise. It is not the leaders that
I’ must be feared, but those lower doW’h, who think that by a revolution
they can escape the subordination which is the natural result of their
incompetence and sloth. Yet the slave is noble only when he revolts.
In any case the slave is nobler than his modern masters—the bout
geoisie. It is a sign of the inferiority of nineteenth century culture that
I the man of money should be the object of so much worship and envy. But
these business men too are slaves, puppets of routine, victims of busy-ness;
I they have no time for new ideas; thinking is taboo among them, and the

.
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joys of the intellect are beyond their reach. Hence their
restless and pe
petual search for “happiness,” their great houses which
are never homei
their vulgar luxury without taste, their picture-galleries
of “originals1!
with cost attached, their sensual amusements that dull
rather than refren.
or stimulate the mind. “Look at these superfluous! They
acquire richd
and become poorer thereby”; they accept all the restraints
of aristoc
without its compensating access to the kingdom of the
mind. “See ho
they climb, these swift apes! They climb over one another,
and thus dra
themselves into the mud and depths.
The stench of shop-keepeit
the wriggling of ambition, the evil breath.” There is
no use in such mei
having wealth, for they cannot give it dignity by noble
use, by the dir
criminating patronage of letters or the arts. “Only a
man of intelleci
should hold property”; others think of property as an end
in itself, r”1
pursue it more and more recklessly,—look at “the present
madness c
nations, which desire above all to produce as much as possible,
and to L,
as rich as possible.” At last man becomes a bird of prey:
“they live in
ambush for one another; they obtain things from each other
by lying in
wait. That is called by them good neighborliness.
They seek the
smallest profits out of every sort of rubbish?’ “To-day, mercantile
morality
is really nothing but a refinement on piratical morality—buying
in the
cheapest market and selling in the dearest.” And these men
cry out for
laissez-faire, to be let alone,—these very men who most need
supervision
and control. Perhaps even some degree of socialism, dangerous
as that ii,
would be justified here: “We should take all the branches
of transport
and trade which favor the accumulation of large fortunes—especially
therefore the money market—out of the hands of private
persons or
private companies, and look upon those who own too much,
just as upon
those who own nothing, as types fraught with danger to
the com
munity.”4
Higher than the bourgeois, and lower than the aristocrat, is
the soldier.
A general who uses up soldiers on the battlefield, where they have
the
pleasure of dying under the anesthesia of glory, is far nobler than
the
employer who uses up men in his profit-machine; observe
with what
relief men leave their factories for the field of slaughter. Napoleon
was
not a butcher but a benefactor; he gave men death with military honors
instead of death by economic attrition; people flocked to his lethal
standard because they preferred the risks of battle to the unbearable
monotony of making another million collar-buttons. “It is to Napoleon
that the honor shall one day be given of having made for a time a world
in which the man, the warrior, outweighed the tradesman and
the
Philistine.” War is an admirable remedy for peoples that are growing
weak and comfortable and contemptible; it excitei instincts that rot
away
326
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War and universal military service are the necessary antidotes
to democratic effeminacy. “When the instincts of a society ultimately
Ima it give up war and conquest, it is decadent; it is ripe for democracy
rand the rule of shop-keepers.” Yet the causes of modem war are anything
but noble; dynastic and religious wars were a little finer than settling
trade disputes with guns.” “Within fifty years these Babel governments”
(the democracies of Europe) “will clash in a gigantic war for the markets
of the world.” But perhaps out of that madness will come the unifica
tion of Europe;—an end for which even a trade-war would not be too
great a price to pay. For only out of a unified Europe can come that
higher aristocracy by which Europe may be redeemed.
The problem of politics is to prevent the business man from ruling.
For such a man has the short sight and narrow grasp of a politician, not
F the long view and wide range of the born aristocrat trained to statesman
ship. The finer man has a divine right to rule—i. e., the right of superior
abillty. The simple man has his place, but it is not on the throne. In his
place the simple man is happy, and his virtues are as necessary to society
as those of the leader; “it would be absolutely unworthy a deeper mind
to consider mediocrity in itself as an objection.” Industriousness, thrift,
regularity, moderation, strong conviction,—with such virtues the medi
ocre man becomes perfect, but perfect only as an instrument. “A high
civilization is a pyramid; it can stand only upon a broad base; its pre
requisite is a strongly and soundly consolidated mediocrity.” Always and
everywhere, some will he leaders and some followers; the majority will
be compelled, and will be happy, to work under the intellecftal direction
of higher men.IT

6 peace.

Wherever I found living things, there also I heard the speech of obedi
ence. All living things are things that obey. And this is the second: he is

commanded who cannot obey his own self. This is the way of living things.

But this is the third I heard: to command is more difficult than to obey.
And not only that the commander beareth the burden of all who obey, and
that this burden easily cmsheth him —an effort and a jeopardy appeared
unto me to be contained in all commanding; and whenever living things
command they risk themselves?’

The ideal society, then, would be divided into three classes: producen
(farmers, prolétaires and business men), officials (soldiers and function
• aries), and rulers. The latter would rule, but they would not officiate in
government; the actual work of government is a menial task. The rulers
will be philosopher-statesmen rather than office-holders. Their power
MJ W., 77—8; B.

“G. M.,
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will rest on the control of credit and the army; but they themselves wi
live more like soldiers than like financiers. They willl be Plato’s guardian
again; Plato was right—philosophers are the highest men. They will b
men of refinement as well as of courage and strength; scholars and get.
erals in one. They will be united by courtesy and corps d’esprit: “Thes
men are kept rigorously within bounds by morality,” veneration, custom,
gratitude, still more by reciprocal surveillance, by jealousy inter Pares;J
and on the other hand, in their attitude towards one another they will bt
inventive in consideration, self-command, delicacy, pride, and friend--1
ship.”10°
Will this aristocracy be a caste, and their power hereditary? For the
most part yes, with occasional openings to let in new blood. But nothing
can so contaminate and weaken an aristocracy as marrying rich vulgar 1
ians, after the habit of the English aristocracy; it was such intermarriage
that ruined the greatest governing body the world has ever seen—the
aristocratic Roman senate. There is no “accident of birth”; every birth
is the verdict of nature upon a marriage; and the perfect man comes
only after generations of selection and preparation; “a man’s ancestors
have paid the price of what he is.”
I
Does this offend too much our long democratic ears? But “those races
that cannot bear this philosophy are doomed; and those that regard it as
the greatest blessing are destined to be the masters of the world.” Only
such an aristocracy can have the vision and the courage to make Europe
a nation, to end this bovine nationalism, this petty Vaterlanderci. Let us
be “good Europeans,” as Napoleon was, and Goethe, and Beethoven, and
Schopenhauer, and Stendhal, and Heine. Too long we have been frag
ments, shattered pieces of what might be a whole. How can a great cul- 9
ture grow in this air of patriotic prejudice and narrowing provincialism?
The time for petty politics is past; the compulsion to great politics has
come. When will the new race appear, and the new leaders? When will
Europe be born?

-

Have ye not heard anything of my children? Speak to me of my garden,
my Happy Isles, my new beautiful race. For their sake I am rich, for their
What have I not surrendered? What would I not
sake I became poor.
surrender that I might have one thing: those children, that living plantation,
those life-trees of my highest will and my highest hope?10t
IX. CRITICISM

Z.,

It is a beautiful poem; and perhaps it is a poem rather than a philos
ophy. We know that there are absurdities here, and that the man went
“‘When did this poor exile re-enter?
‘Quoted by Nordau, Degeneration, New York, 1895; p. 439.
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Nietzsche thought himself a Pole.
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too far in an attempt to convince and correct himself; but we can see him
suffering at every line, and we must love him even where we question
him. There is a time when we tire of sentimentality and delusion, and
relish the sting of doubt and denial; and then Nietzsche comes to us as a
tonic, like open spaces and fresh winds after a long ceremony in a
crowded church. “He who knows how to breathe in the air of my writings
is conscious that it is the air of the heights, that it is bracing. A man
must be built for it; otherwise the chances are that it will kill him.’”°2
Let none mistake this acid for infant’s milk.
And then what style! “People will say, some day, that Ileine and I were
the greatest artists, by far, that ever wrote in German, and that we left the
best any mere German could do an incalculable distance behind us.” And
it is almost so.’° “My style dances,” he says; every sentence is a lance;
the language is supple, vigorous, nervous,—the style of a fencer, too
quick and brilliant for the normal eye. But on rereading him we perceive
that something of this brilliance is due to exaggeration, to an interesting
but at last neurotic egotism, to an over-facile inversion of every accepted
notion, the ridicule of every virtue, the praise of every vice; he takes, we
discover, a sophomore’s delight in shocking; we conclude that it is easy
to be interesting when one has no prejudices in favor of morality. These
dogmatic assertions, these unmodified generalizations, these prophetic
repetitions, these contradictions—of others not more than of himself—
reveal a mind that has lost its balance, and hovers on the edge of madness.
At last this brilliance tires us out and exhausts our nerves, like whips upon
the flesh, or loud emphasis in conversation. There is a sort of Teutonic
bluster in this violence of speech;104 none of that restraint which is the
first principle of art; none of that balance, harmony, and controversial
urbanity, which Nietzsche so admired in the French. Nevertheless is it
a powerful style; we are overwhelmed with the passion and iteration of
it; Nietzsche does not prove, he announces and reveals; he wins us with
his imagination rather than with his logic; he offers us not a philosophy
merely, nor yet only a poem, but a slew faith, a new hope, a new religion.
His thought, as much as his style, reveals him as a son of the Romantic
movement “What,” he asks, “does a philosopher firstly and lastiy require
of himself? To overcome his age in himself, to become ‘timeless.’” But
this was a counsel of perfection which he more honored in the breath
than in the observance; he was baptized with the spirit of his age, and by
total immersion. He did not realize how Kant’s subjectivism—”the world
is my idea,” as Schopenhauer honestly put it—had led to Fichte’s “abso
lute ego,” and this to Stimer’s unbalanced individualism, and this to the
unmoralism of the superman.” The superman is not merely Schopen
hauer’s “genius,” and Carlyle’s “hero,” and Wagner’s Siegfried; he looks
IfE. H.,
“Figgis,

